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Reviewer’s report:

This is a brief case study comparing FDG-PET images from VS patients with and without visual fixation. Both patient groups showed large and significant cortical metabolic depression compared to age-matched controls; however, no statistically significant differences were observed between the two patient groups. The authors concluded that sustained visual fixation does not indicate higher order cortical function.

This is a straightforward study that was clearly presented and easy to follow. However, one of the difficulties with a nonsignificant finding is determining if the lack of difference is true or the result of weak statistical power. There were only 5 patients included in each group and, therefore, it is difficult to rule out the latter in this study. In order to provide a convincing argument that their conclusions are sound, the authors should address this point. I would consider this a major flaw with the current manuscript and would not recommend publication. Perhaps the authors could compare the metabolism in cortical regions associated with visual fixation?

A minor point is the lack of units in Figure 1.
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